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1. INTRODUCTION 

An objective of ibis workshop was lo provide a basis lor comparison of the capa- 
bilities of differ.-nl experiments, identifying the components entering into lbe comparison. 
A suggested framework was provided by the organizers in the form of a table that allows 
one lo see the computations leading lo the three primary elements in the determination ol 
the resolution lo be expected in the meawrmenl of an asymmetry. These are: (I) N, the 
number of produced events; (2) c, the total efficiency for detecting these events, such that 
cN is the number of events lo be analyzed for the effect; and (3) D 5 1, the total dilution 
factor reflecting a reduction of the effect lo be expected due lo the presence of background 
or mistagging. The e&live number of events is further reduced lo rNDZ. 

In B, mixing, we &h to measure the quantity T, = AM/r. An experiment observes 
two distributions, according to whether the charge conjugations of the B, al production and 
decay are the same or different: 

$ = $,-‘[I f Dcoss,tj (1) 

with the f corresponding lo same/di&renl. (We express t in units of the B, decay time,) 
Thus the experimental challenge is lo assign the appropriate sign lo each presumed 8. decay, 
and measure its proper time at the time of decay. Figure 1 is a cartoon that emphasizes 
the four measurements thus required for each event. As shown, a b6 pair is created, the b 
hadronizes by picking up an S-quark lo form a B,, which may decay as either a B, or a B,. 
An experiment must tag the charge conjugation of the B, al creation, usually by identifying 
the recoil l3; identify the nature of the 0, at decay; measure the distance between the 
two vertices; and measure the momentum of the B, in order lo determine the proper time. 
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Figure 1. Diagram showing the basic process and quantities to measure to dete 

1.1 The tng 

The “tag” is the technique used to identify the state of the U, at fxodnc 
is most often done by detccling B lepton, presumably from the semi-leptonic deca 
meson or baryon that was pair produced with the n*,. This has an inherent ineffi 
to the 20% branching fraclion for leptonic decays. Worse is the dilution effects 
and mixing of the tagging B. Other techniques are 

l A leading charged Ii. The idea is to determine whether the 8, started nut 
or 3 quark by finding a meson, parlicularly a IC’, containing the others qua 
appareotly frasable at LEP or SK, where each b quark forms a jet, loultil 
low, and one has particle ID. 

l Jet charge at an e+e- machine: At LEP or SLC most of the time one sees tw 
jet opposile the one containing the 0, was initiated by a b-quark, the &are 
can be oscd as a tag. This charge can be measured indirectly by a weighted 
the observed charges of the hadrons. 

l Forward-backward assymetry in polarized e+e- cottisioos: Uniquely at SL( 
larized beams, the angle of the 8, with respect to the incoming etectroo is 
dilution factor varies from 0 at 90 degrees to O.Y3P, wbcrc I’ KS 0.65 is the pc 
at 0 degrees. 

1.2 The Decay 

Three iterm ahout the 0, mwl be determined when it decays: (I) Its ider 
8,; (2) the position of its decay vertex; and (3) its momentum. The last two are 
order to reconstruct lhe proper time of decay. The proposed lechniques are: 

l Inclusive trptorlic decay: the sign of the lepton salisfies (I) with the osuat 
fraction efficiency penalty. Rcqoirement (2) o leans lhat al lead one other 
the decay be found. flecausc of the missing oeulrino, full reconslruction is n< 
resulting in an inherent resolution for lbe momentum of zz 15%. 

l Exclusive leptonic decay: modes are t’ud aud !vD,. 

l Full reconstruction: modes proposed for this are aD. and 3aU,. 

2. HOW MANY EVENTS? 

Let us delve into the realm of small statistics to try to answer a deceptively simple 
question: given a set of events distributed according to Eq.(l) with perfect time resolution, 
how many are needed to measure r.? A simple criterion is that the oscillatory term in Eq. 
(I) be clearly seen. This implies determining that the coefficient of this term is different 
from zero by, say 5~. Assuming D = 0.4, and using d = 1/D&V, we find fN > 150. A far 
more severe restriction is that presented in the BCD proposal’. It is that the eighth quarter 
cycle of the mixing oscillations contain 25 events, and has the form 

Ndz,) = s. exp 1 
This depends on z.: values at 2, = 5,10.20 for ot = 0 are 6500, 3700, and 3900, respectively. 
This is rather more that the 150 events estimated above. The dillerence is that our original 
criterion was to definitely establish the prescoce of the oscillatory term, while it is also 
necessary to have a proper measurement of its Ireqaency, i.e. 2,. To study this, WE created 
a simulation of experiments, each with N events distributed according to Eq. (I), then 
checked to see if the likelihood function allowed a fit that was consistent with the input 2.. 
With 150 events, the fit is satisfactory 90% of the time, for 5, in the range 5.20, giving a 
result consistent with the expected error of 0.2. It is remarkable that fluctuations in the 
distribution can result in misleading likelihood functions. Performing the same analysis for 
600.event experiments, with an expected error of 0.1. we find unsatisfaclory fits only 1% 
of the time. This suggests that if the magnitude of the oscillatory term is 10 o, that a 
satisfactory measurement of s. can be made 99% of the time. 

2. TIME RESOLUTION 

A very important consideration in measuring zr is the resolution for time measure- 
ment. Roughly, if the resolution in 1 is u,, one can measure I, only if the value is less thao 
l/c,. In this section we make this statement more quantitative. 

The expected resolution io zSr if determined using maximum likelihood, in the limit 
of large numbers. is: 

; = cD2N h(t)/‘(t)* 
lo(t)* - D2fr(t)‘dt 

where lo(f) = e-‘, f,(t) = e-‘cosr.t. and I’(t) = te-‘sinz,i. Note that for D = 1, 
t,., = 00, the integral is simply Jome-‘12dt = 2, (the case derived by McDonald’) while for 
D < I, with the same limits, il becomes approximately I. The maximum of the integrand 
in this cue is at 1 = 2, indicating that the maximum information is at two meant lives. 

When the resolution in 1 is finite, one simply smears the functions Jo, fz, and f’, and 
evaluates the integral. This must he done numerically. 

In the spirit of presenting experimental factors in terms of efficiencies and dilution 
factors, we note that the square root of the integral in Eq. (3) is in effect a dilution factor. 
Thus we define the lime dilution factor by 
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whew I0 repwscnls the iunction obtnirlcd from Jo by lime smearing: 

i”(f) = J,” $& ’ , exp [-; ($ dl’ 

where the time measnremerlt resolution lunctioo wc USB is parametrized by o(f) = (I @ bt. 
Finally, we presrnt ,t table, showing values of d, calculated for varjo,,s ~&es of a a,,d bv 
corresponding to various proposals, and for zS = 5,10,20. 

Table 1. Time dilution factdrs. 

It should be stressed lhal the above were calcluated with t.,i. = 0, which a&nes 
tbal the decay can be detected withoul separation 01 vertices. For inclusive or semi-itlclusive 
muon deteclion, this is unrealistic. The effect is lo reduce the reach in ,zr when o, > 0, again 
certainly the case with ~IUOIIJ. 
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